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Abstract— In addition to other advantages, computational
Grids are considered to utilize the participating compute resources more efficiently as well as to improve the response time
for user jobs. Due to the lack of common large scale global Grids
and corresponding studies on Grid workloads this assumption
is not yet verified. In this paper, the effect of geographical
distribution of Grid resources on the machine utilization and
the average response time is analyzed. To this end, simulations
have been performed. The results show a significant benefit for
the job scheduling quality due to the participation in a true global
Grid. The average weighted response times of all submitted jobs
decrease up to about 30%. The results have been verified using
different workloads and Grid configurations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Grids are considered to provide multiple advantages to
their participants [11]. Despite the fact that the Grid is not
limited on compute resources, the typical application of the
Grid is currently still the execution of computational intensive
tasks on high-performance computers. The resource providers
are compute centers that share their processing powers for
dedicated user communities. Besides the advantage of accessing locally unavailable resources, the Grid is usually also
expected to utilize the existing resources more efficiently.
That is, machines are better utilized and users are getting
a better quality of service, for instance, a shorter response
time. However, to our knowledge this assumption has not yet
been verified. In addition, there have been many discussions
whether the Grid can in fact improve the quality of service
for the end-user at all as HPC resources are already heavily
utilized by the existing local user community. Therefore, it is
not clear whether the participation in a Grid and the exchange
of workload does improve either utilization or response time.
In our work we focus only on the Grid scheduling aspects
and try to examine the impact of global Grid computing on
the scheduling quality for computational jobs. In detail, the
effect of the geographical distribution of the resources on the
machine utilization and the average response time for the user
is analyzed. Especially the combination of sharing resources
for jobs of independent user communities and the effect of
the distribution of the participants in different time zones is
examined in this paper. To this end, several simulations have
been performed to evaluate these effects. The background of
this research is given in the following section. The configurations of the conducted simulations are described in Section III
and Section IV. The results are presented and discussed

in Section V. Finally, the paper ends with a conclusion in
Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
As mentioned above, a typical example for a computational
Grid is currently the collaboration of high-performance computing sites. The participating compute centers have usually a
local user community which gains access to additional remote
compute resources by joining the Grid. Such a sharing of
computational jobs is a major application of Grids. While
Grid technology is becoming more common and several computational Grids have already been established, little is yet
known about the current and future user demand in such a
Grid environment. However, the workload of several single
compute centers is publicly available in the Standard Workload
Archive [20] and have been examined in several publications
[13], [4], [10], [8]. Moreover, these traces are used for the
evaluation of different scheduling strategies for single parallel
machines [14], [17], [18], [9] and for Grid research [12], [2],
[1]. These workload traces include information about all job
submissions on a machine for a certain period of time which
usually ranges over several months and several thousands of
jobs, see Table I. Typically existing large-scale computers from
different compute centers are joint in Grids. In most cases
no new resources are bought to be dedicated only for Grid
use. Therefore, it is reasonable to start with the available
workload information from the compute centers to evaluate
the impact of Grids on the scheduling quality. In this paper,
we especially examine the implications of the fact that the
compute resources as well as the user groups are at different
geographical locations and therefore reside in different time
zones. Requests for computational resources by users vary
depending on the time of day, the weekday etc., see [13], [7].
Therefore, the global aspect of the Grid is expected to have an
impact on the mentioned resource utilization and, even more
interestingly for the user, on the scheduling quality.
III. M ODEL
In this section the model is introduced on which the evaluated scenarios are based. First a specification of the underlying
models of sites, machines and jobs is presented, which is
followed by an outline of the scheduling system. A more
extensive description of different Grid scheduling strategies
can be found in [12], [2], [3], [1].

Workload
Begin
End

CTC
Wed,
06/26/1996,
16:06:01
Sat, 05/31/1997, 18:43:43

Number of Jobs
Number of nodes
Time Zone

79302
430
GMT-5

SDSC SP2
Fri, 10/01/1993, 00:00:04

LANL
Tue, 10/04/1994, 07:01:13

Mon,
06:50:33
67631
128
GMT-8

Tue, 09/24/1996, 05:28:21

KTH
Mon,
09/23/1996,
12:00:32
Fri, 08/29/1997, 08:34:10

122305
1024
GMT-7

28487
100
GMT+1

10/02/1995,

TABLE I
T HE ORIGINAL WORKLOADS .

A. Machine Model
Our scenario is based on independent computing sites with
existing local workload and management systems. We examine
the impact on job scheduling results if the computing sites
participate in a grid environment. The sites combine their
resources and share incoming jobs. For the sake of simplicity,
in this paper we consider a central Grid scheduler that controls all resource allocations. The local schedulers are only
responsible for starting the jobs after their allocation by the
grid scheduler. Note, that for a real world application a single
central Grid scheduler would be a critical limitation. However,
implementations are possible, in which site-autonomy is still
maintained but the resulting schedule would be the same as
created by a central Grid scheduler.
We assume that each participating site in the computational
grid has a single MPP (Massive Parallel Processor system),
which consists of several nodes. Nodes (resources) are singleprocessor systems with local memory and hard disk. The nodes
are linked with a fast interconnection network that does not
favor any specific communication pattern inside the machine
[6]. The actual mapping of a job on the nodes is neglected
[9]. The machines use space-sharing and run the jobs in an
exclusive fashion. Moreover, the jobs are not preempted nor
time-sharing is used. Therefore, once started a job runs until
completion. Furthermore, a job is cancelled if it exceeds its
previously requested allocation time.
For simplification all nodes in this study are identical. The
machines at the different sites only differ in the number
of nodes. The existence of different resource types would
limit the number of suitable machines for a job. Typically a
preselection phase takes place ahead of the actual scheduling
process and generates a reduced set of suitable resources. In
our study we neglect this preselection and focus on the job
scheduling process.
B. Job Model
Jobs are submitted by independent users at the local sites.
The scheduling problem is an on-line scenario without any
knowledge of future job submissions. Our evaluations are
restricted to batch jobs, as this job type is dominant on most
MPP systems. A job request consists of several parameters
as e.g. the requested run time and the requested number of
resources. After submission a job requests a fixed number of
resources that are necessary for starting the job. This number

is not changed during the execution of the
are not moldable nor malleable [9], [5]. It
scheduling system to allocate the jobs to
determine the starting time. The jobs are
further user interaction.

job. That is, jobs
is the task of the
resources and to
executed without

C. Scheduling System
In our examination of a job sharing scenario the scheduling
algorithm consists of two steps. In the first step the earliest
start time of the allocation on all available machines determined and in the second step a machine is selected .
There are several methods possible for selecting machines.
Earlier simulations (presented in [12]) showed the best results
for a selection strategy called BestFit. In this strategy a
particular machine is chosen on which the job leaves the
least number of free nodes if the new job is allocated to that
machine.
Backfilling is used as the scheduling strategy which has
been introduced by Lifka [15] and is often in use on parallel
machines. This strategy requires knowledge of the expected
job execution time and can be applied to any greedy list
schedule. If the next job in the list cannot be started due to
a lack of available resources, backfilling tries to find another
job in the list which can use the idle resources. But it will
not postpone the execution of any next jobs in the list. In
addition EASY backfilling has been used which is an extension
to normal backfilling where only the next job is not delayed
[19].
Note, that this scenario focuses on the scheduling impact
for a job sharing strategy only. That is, jobs are distributed in
the Grid but run on a single HPC machine only. That is, input
data is only considered to be transferred to the machine before
the job execution while output data of the job is transferred
back afterwards. This network communication is neglected in
our evaluation as this latency can usually be hidden in preand post-fetching phases without regards to the actual job
execution phase. As shown later in this paper, the average wait
time of a job before its execution is at least several minutes.
Assuming that HPC resources are usually well-connected, the
data overhead will have no impact on most jobs.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
Several simulations with different resource configurations
and workload traces have been executed which will be presented in the following sections.

A. Workload Traces
As mentioned earlier, our analysis is based on real workload
traces. The used traces and the corresponding information
about the resource configuration can be found in Table I.
It is well known that the demand in compute power is not
equally distributed over the time of day [16]. The Figure 1
details the time distribution of the CTC-Trace. The resource
consumption is unbalanced and has an absolute maximum
around noon and an absolute minimum at around 3 am. The
other workloads show a similar behavior, but with shifted
peaks. While the workloads of KTH, LANL and CTC have
their peak utilization during daytime, the peak for SDSC is
shifted towards 5 am. All times are given as local time.

modifications are necessary. In our simulation, the workload
traces are combined for modeling the workload of a global
Grid. Therefore, we transformed the workloads to the effect
that all traces begin at the same weekday and at the same time
of day. To this end, we removed all jobs until the first Monday
at midnight. Note, that the alignment is related to the local time
and so the time differences corresponding to the given time
zones are maintained. Note also that this modification results
in a loss of jobs within each workload. In consideration of the
size of the workload traces only marginal number of jobs is
affected. The modified number of jobs is presented in Table II.
Workload Name
Number of Jobs
% of original

CTC
79272
99.99

SDSC
67503
99.81

LANL
120870
98.83

KTH
28481
99.98

TABLE II
T HE M ODIFIED W ORKLOADS .

B. Resource Configurations

Fig. 1. Aggregated Resource Consumption (Squashed Area) over the Time
of Day for all CTC Jobs.

Fig. 2.
Aggregated Resource Consumption (Squashed Area) over each
Weekday for all CTC Jobs.

Additionally the total resource consumption varies with
the day of the week, as shown in Figure 2 for the CTCworkload. This reasons the mentioned synchronization of the
used workloads, as shifting the workloads by a day or more
would most likely have an impact on the scheduling quality.
As the available workload traces do not cover the same
period of time nor start at the same day of week or time of day,

After introducing the used workloads, the corresponding
resource configurations and assumptions will be explained
next. We have chosen 3 basic configurations. The first configuration consists of resources in 4 different time zones. The
next configuration includes machines within 6 different time
zones. In both configurations the examined time zones have
been equally distributed. That is, in configuration 1 the time
difference between two adjacent resources is 6 hours whereas
the difference in configuration 2 is 4 hours.
The last configuration consists of all original machines.
So this is the most realistic case as the simulation indicates
how the scheduling result is improving dependent on the
time zone. For the last resource configuration three different
assumptions were used for the simulation. The first variant
produces the scheduling result if all machines are in the same
time zone. During the second simulation it is assumed that
all machines are equally distributed. The last simulation uses
the original time zones. Note, that for the third configuration
all workloads are cut to span only 11 month caused by the
smallest workload trace. This is necessary to assure that each
site creates sufficient workload for the whole simulation. In
addition, for each configuration scenario a simulation without job sharing has been executed (”Trace single”) which is
used as a reference. All considered simulation scenarios are
summarized in Table III.
In order to compare the simulation results between the first
two underlying configurations we have chosen a constant number of 6 machines. Therefore there are two machines located
at site 1 and 3 respectively. Both of these two configurations
were simulated with all workloads (Table II). Note, that in
each case the whole simulation process starts at midnight on
Monday for the machine at site 1. The machine at site 2 starts
either 4 or 6 hours later.
Note that due to the different offset in time for the first jobs,
the startup phase of the schedule is degenerated. While at the

end of the simulation the variance of the schedule length for
different sites is considered for the calculation of the metrics,
see [1]. Nevertheless the whole amount of workload is rather
large in comparison to these marginal effects.
Name
CTC single

# of
Sites
6

SDSC single

6

KTH single

6

LANL single

6

CTC TZ 1

6

SDSC TZ 1

6

KTH TZ 1

6

LANL TZ 1

6

CTC TZ 4

6

SDSC TZ 4

6

KTH TZ 4

6

LANL TZ 4

6

CTC TZ 6

6

SDSC TZ 6

6

KTH TZ 6

6

LANL TZ 6

6

ALL single

4

ALL TZ 1

4

ALL TZ 4

4

ALL org

4

Site Configurations
(Workload/Machine,Time Zone)
(CTC,0h),(CTC,0h),(CTC,0h),
(CTC,0h),(CTC,0h),(CTC,0h)
(SDSC,0h),(SDSC,0h),(SDSC,0h),
(SDSC,0h),(SDSC,0h),(SDSC,0h)
(KTH,0h),(KTH,0h),(KTH,0h),
(KTH,0h),(KTH,0h),(KTH,0h)
(LANL,0h),(LANL,0h),(LANL,0h),
(LANL,0h),(LANL,0h),(LANL,0h)
(CTC,0h),(CTC,0h),(CTC,0h),
(CTC,0h),(CTC,0h),(CTC,0h)
(SDSC,0h),(SDSC,0h),(SDSC,0h),
(SDSC,0h),(SDSC,0h),(SDSC,0h)
(KTH,0h),(KTH,0h),(KTH,0h),
(KTH,0h),(KTH,0h),(KTH,0h)
(LANL,0h),(LANL,0h),(LANL,0h),
(LANL,0h),(LANL,0h),(LANL,0h)
(CTC,0h),(CTC,0h),
(CTC,+6h),(CTC,+12h),
(CTC,+12h),(CTC,+18h)
(SDSC,0h),(SDSC,0h),
(SDSC,+6h),(SDSC,+12h),
(SDSC,+12h),(SDSC,+18h)
(KTH,0h),(KTH,0h),
(KTH,+6h),(KTH,+12h),
(KTH,+12h),(KTH,+18h)
(LANL,0h),(LANL,0h),
(LANL,+6h),(LANL,12h),
(LANL,+12h),(LANL,+18h)
(CTC,0h),(CTC,+4h),
(CTC,+8h),(CTC,+12h),
(CTC,+16h),(CTC,+20h)
(SDSC,0h),(SDSC,+4h),
(SDSC,+8h),(SDSC,+12h),
(SDSC,+16h),(SDSC,+20h)
(KTH,0h),(KTH,+4h),
(KTH,+8h),(KTH,+12h),
(KTH,+16h),(KTH,+20h)
(LANL,0h),(LANL,+4h),
(LANL,+8h),(LANL,+12h),
(LANL,+16h),(LANL,+20h)
(CTC,0h),(SDSC,0h),
(LANL,0h),(KTH,0h)
(CTC,0h),(SDSC,0h),
(LANL,0h),(KTH,0h)
(KTH,0h),(CTC,+6h),
(LANL,+12h),(SDSC,+18h)
(KTH,0h),(CTC,+6h),
(LANL,+8h),(SDSC,+9h)
TABLE III

S IMULATED C ONFIGURATIONS .

V. E VALUATION
One measure for the schedule quality is the average response
time weighted by the job’s resource consumption (AWRT)
[17]. We define it as follows:

(SAj · (endTimej − submitTimej ))
j∈Jobs
(1)
AWRT =
Total SA

The resource consumption of a job, called squashed area
(SA), can be described as the product of the job’s run time
and the number of requested resources. Therefore large jobs
have a larger resource consumption than smaller jobs. The
squashed area of a single job j and the total squashed area
can be defined as follows:
SAj = reqResourcesj · (endTimej − startTimej )
Total SA =



(2)
(3)

SAj

j∈Jobs

The response time of a job is weighted by its resource
consumption to prevent that smaller jobs have a relatively
larger impact on the metric than jobs with a higher resource
consumption.
Another criterion for the schedule quality is the slow down
(SD):
SD =

(endTimej − submitTimej )
runtimej

(4)

Correspondingly, the average weighted slow down is defined
as:

SAj · SDj
j∈Jobs
(5)
AWSD =
Total SA
From the user’s point of view the quality of the schedule
can be evaluated considering the wait time:
WTj = startTimej − submitTimej

(6)

We define the average weighted wait time (AWWT) as
follows:

(SAj · WTj )
j∈Jobs
(7)
AWWT =
Total SA
The simulation results for the CTC workload are presented
in Figure 3. The comparison of the three scenarios illustrates
the impact of the different temporal offsets on the AWRT. The
scenario with 4 sites in 4 time zones with a difference in time
of 6 hours between neighbors shows an improvement with a
decrease of about 14%.
As shown in Figure 3, the EASY backfilling strategy yields
better results than backfilling in almost all cases. Therefore, we
limit the following results on the EASY backfilling strategy.
In Table IV the AWRTs are displayed for the 4 uniform
workloads.
Trace
CTC
KTH
LANL
SDSC

single
100%
100%
100%
100%

1 TZ
95.6%
89.1%
87.1%
74.6%

4 TZ
85.4%
79.2%
74.0%
69.8%

6 TZ
85.3%
78.7%
73.2%
70.2%

TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF AWRT S USING EASY BACKFILLING .

CTC single
CTC 1 TZ
CTC 4 TZ
CTC 6 TZ
KTH single
KTH 1 TZ
KTH 4 TZ
KTH 6 TZ
LANL single
LANL 1 TZ
LANL 4 TZ
LANL 6 TZ
SDSC single
SDSC 1 TZ
SDSC 4 TZ
SDSC 6 TZ

Utilization
in%
55.29
66.34
66.20
66.18
58.17
69.80
69.64
69.62
42.48
55.72
55.67
55.66
68.87
82.64
82.59
82.58

AWWT
in s
13470
11127
5744
5678
24232
16074
8597
8207
2461
1785
236
141
75940
47231
41840
42334

AWRT
in s
52977
50634
45251
45184
75153
66995
59519
59129
11802
10287
8739
8644
112929
84220
78829
79323

AWSD
2.0571
1.8112
1.3463
1.3123
3.2606
2.4119
1.6676
1.605
1.7069
1.4807
1.0476
1.0273
6.4896
4.5284
3.7995
3.7064

TABLE V
C OMPLETE R ESULTS .

0h

+6 h

+12 h

+18 h

1,80E+09

1,60E+09

Aggregated Squashed Area in Resources*Seconds

Workload

1,40E+09

1,20E+09

1,00E+09

8,00E+08

6,00E+08

4,00E+08

2,00E+08

22

20

18

16

14

12

8

10

6

4

2

0,00E+00

0

The decrease of the AWRT varies depending on the number
of time zones and the workload between 5% and 30%. In case
of the SDSC workload this means that the computing results
are more than 9 hours earlier available in the weighted average,
see Table V. In general, the participation in the Grid yields an
advantage without regard whether the machines are globally
distributed or not. However, in all cases in which the sites are
distributed over several different time zones, the response time
is reduced furthermore.
As pointed out before, the CTC workload has its peak
utilization around noon and the minimum utilization at 3 am.
Placing the workload in different time zones leads to a
combination of high utilization at one site and low utilization
at another site. Figure 4 shows the correlation for a scenario
with 4 different time zones, each with an offset of +6 hours
to the next assigned time zone. This example shows how the
shifted workload distribution over different time zones yields
an load balancing effect with subsequent reduction of the
AWRT.
In addition, scenarios with combinations of different workloads have been examined. Table VI shows the results of the

Hours

Fig. 4.

Aggregated SA for different Time Zones (CTC 4 TZ).

scenarios in which all sites are either located in a single time
zone (ALL 1 TZ), or artificially distributed over 4 time zones
(ALL 4 TZ), or at their location in reality (ALL org). For
reference, the results are given for participating in a Grid with
job sharing or without (single).
First, it can be seen in Table VI that the configuration with
the sites located on their original location yield better results
than the artificial equal distribution in 4 time zones. However,
best results for our example have been achieved with all
machines located in the same time zone. This can be explained
by the different workload distribution as mentioned before.
The SDSC workload has the highest resource demand around
5 am and its lowest resource consumption in the afternoon
around 5 pm, see Figure 5. This leads to load balancing effects
with the sites CTC and LANL which have their peaks around
noon. This causes an additional positive effect on the overall
scheduling quality.
Workload
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL

1 TZ
1 TZ single
4 TZ
4 TZ single
org
org single

Util.
in %
60,83
55,13
60,70
55,03
60,71
55,03

AWWT
in s
2537
8088
3132
8096
2764
8095

AWRT
in s
25799
29727
26399
29746
26032
29743

AWSD
1,484
2,015
1,654
2,015
1,528
2,015

TABLE VI
R ESULTS WITH AND WITHOUT J OB -S HARING .

Fig. 3.

AWRT for the CTC based scenarios (CTC).

Comparing the AWWT of the ALL org scenario with the
ALL org single without job sharing, proves the advantage of

Fig. 5.

SA for all SDSC Jobs.

a Grid using job sharing. The AWWT decreases by about 66%
for the EASY backfilling algorithm, as shown in Table VI.
Examinations of the resource utilization at the sites showed
that the overall utilization is not significantly changed in
the configurations with single workloads and homogeneous
machines. This indicates that the load balancing effects are
caused by under-utilized sites which are unproportionately
responsible for the overall improvements in the AWRTs.
However, in the third scenario with combinations of the
different workloads there is an increase of utilization from
about 55% to 60%. In this case, the different utilizations of
the participating sites are balanced.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Simulations have been performed to evaluate the effects
of a global Grid constituted by different compute centers
which are located in different time zones. In our work we
focused on the Grid scheduling aspects and therein showed
for the first time that the application of a simple job sharing
strategy yields a significant overall advantage. We were able
to quantify the effect on the response time. Moreover, the
impact of the global distribution of resources being in different
time zones has been proven to be an important factor. This
shows nicely that a truly global Grid is favorable instead
of building several closed Grids in single countries as it is
currently implemented by many initiatives. In our examined
scenarios, the average weighted response time of all submitted
jobs decrease up to about 30%. The results have been verified
in several configurations using different workloads and time
zone distributions. The presented quantitative examinations
highly motivate the participation in a global Grid.
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